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A detailed examination of the intermediate-segregation regime of diblock copolymer melts is
presented using the incompressible Gaussian chain model and self-consistent field theory~SCFT!.
We find that the competition between interfacial tension and chain stretching used to describe
behavior in the strong-segregation regime also explains behavior in this regime. Phase transitions
from lamellae (L) to cylinders (C) to spheres (S) occur due to the spontaneous curvature produced
as the asymmetry in the diblock composition increases. Complex phases, gyroid (G), perforated
lamellar (PL), and double diamond (D), have curvatures between those ofL andC, and therefore
they compete for stability along theL/C boundary. Nevertheless, onlyG exhibits a region of
stability. To explain why, we recognize that interfacial tension prefers the formation of constant
mean curvature~CMC! surfaces to reduce interfacial area, and chain stretching favors domains of
uniform thickness so as to avoid packing frustration. While the classical structures,L, C, andS, are
successful at doing both simultaneously, the complex phases are not. Of the complex phases,G is
the least frustrated and consequently is stable at intermediate degrees of segregation. However,G
becomes unstable in the strong-segregation regime because the relative penalty for packing
frustration increases with segregation. ThePL and D structures are simply too frustrated, and
therefore are never stable. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!50806-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

AB diblocks have become the model block copolym
system for examining microphase separation in the m
state,1–3 because of their inherent simplicity. This molecul
architecture consists of just two chemically distinct blocksA
andB, with one end from each covalently bonded togeth
Two quantities characterize theAB diblock copolymer, its
total number of segmentsN and the fractionf of those that
belong to theA block. In a melt, these molecules are we
described as incompressible Gaussian chains with each
ment occupying a fixed volume 1/r0. The entropy loss tha
results when the ends of a ‘‘course-grained’’ segment
stretched to a distancel is proportional to (l /a)2, wherea is
the statistical segment length. In this work, we assume
diblock is conformationally symmetric whereA andB seg-
ment have equal statistical lengths; the generalization to
equal lengths is straightforward.4 The interaction betweenA
andB segments is represented by a standard Flory–Hug
form with a strength controlled by a single parameter,x. A
positive value ofx corresponds to an unfavorable interacti
between the unlike segments.

The productxN dictates the degree to which theA and
B blocks segregate. WhenxN&10, entropy dominates th
energetic penalty of mixingA andB segments, resulting in a
disordered phase. AsxN increases, theA andB blocks seg-
regate inducing an order–disorder transition~ODT!. Because
these blocks are chemically joined, theA and B domains
remain microscopic, and consequently ordered perio
structures result. Figure 1 depicts the various documen

a!Present address: Polymer Science Centre, University of Reading, W
knights, Reading RG6 6AF, UK.
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geometries. The classical microstructures are flat lame
(L), hexagonally-packed cylinders (C), and spheres ar
ranged on body-centered cubic lattice (S). Recently several
complex structures have been observed. A perforated lam
lar (PL) structure5 occurs when the thin minority layers o
the L phase each develop an hexagonal array of pass
through which the majority layers are connected. Al
reported6,7 is a bicontinuous structure withIa3̄d space-group
symmetry, denoted the gyroid (G) phase, where the minority
component domain forms two interweaving three-fold co
dinated lattices. Another cubic structure, the ordered bic
tinuous double diamond (D) phase, withPn3̄m symmetry
and two four-fold coordinated lattices has been reported
the past,8 but is now thought to have been a misidentifiedG
phase.9

An attractive feature of block copolymer melts is th
they are well described by mean-field theory, except fo
small region along the ODT. Even in this region, fluctuati
effects become small when the molecular weight is larg10

Figure 2 shows the mean-field phase diagram for confor
tionally symmetric diblocks calculated using self-consiste
field theory ~SCFT!.3 In addition to the conventionalS
phase, theory predicts a second spherical (Scp) phase where
the spheres arrange in a close-packed lattice rather than
usual bcc one.11 This Scp phase occurs in a very narrow
region along the ODT forxN>17.67. The only complex
structure predicted by the theory is theG phase. It extends
between theL andC phases fromxN511.14 to about 60.
The PL structure is nearly stable along theL/G boundary
consistent with where it is observed experimentally.2,5 On
the other hand, theD structure is rather unstable in acco
with recent experimental evidence that it is not present
diblock copolymer systems.2,9
te-
7/106(6)/2436/13/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2437M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
In the limit of largexN, diblock microstructures can b
described by the strong-segregation theory~SST! of
Semenov.12 In fact, SCFT should reduce exactly to SST
the limit xN→` where the chains are strongly stretched.13,14

However, exceptionally large values ofxN are required for
the strong-stretching assumption to become valid.15 Never-
theless, SST is qualitatively correct, provides analytical
pressions for the quantities of interest, and offers intuit
explanations for the phase behavior. In the SST, the
energyF of the melt takes the form

FIG. 1. Illustrations of six diblock copolymer microstructures showing
domains occupied by the minority component blocks. The majority com
nent blocks fill the remaining space within the structures.

FIG. 2. Mean-field phase diagram for diblock copolymer melts calculate
Ref. 3. The ordered phases are labeled asL ~lamellar!, G ~gyroid!, C ~cy-
lindrical!, S ~spherical!, andScp ~close-packed spherical!. The dot marks a
mean-field critical point, and the dashed curves denote extrapolated p
boundaries, which could not be calculated due to numerical limitations
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
-
e
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F

nkBT
5F el

A1F el
B1F int , ~1!

5aAS R

aN1/2D 21aBS R

aN1/2D 2
1b~xN!1/2S R

aN1/2D 21

, ~2!

where n is the number of molecules in the melt,R is a
measure of the domain size, and the coefficients,aA, aB, and
b, are quantities that depend on the molecular compositiof
and the geometry of the microstructure. The first two term
F el

A andF el
B , account for entropic losses from stretching t

A andB blocks, respectively. They are proportional toR2

because the polymer chains are Gaussian. The last t
F int , represents the interfacial energy and is proportiona
the interfacial area which in turn is proportional toR21.
Minimizing this free energy amounts to balancing entrop
stretching energy against interfacial energy~i.e., 2F el

A

1 2F el
B 5 F int!. This determines the equilibrium domain siz

which exhibits the well established scaling form,

R5aS b

2~aA1aB! D
1/3

x1/6N2/3. ~3!

With that, the free energy expression, Eq.~2!, reduces to

F

nkBT
5
3

2
~2~aA1aB!b2xN!1/3. ~4!

In the appendix, we provide the coefficients,aA, aB, andb,
for each of the classical phases. They are derived usin
standard unit-cell approximation~UCA!16 and ignoring ex-
clusion zones.17 Comparing the free energies, the lamell
(L) phase is stable for 0.299,f,0.701, cylinders (C) are
stable for 0.117,f,0.299 or 0.701,f,0.883, and sphere
(S) occur for f,0.117 or 0.883,f . Recent SST calculation
for the complex phases,PL,18 G,19 andD,20,21 predict them
to be unstable in the strong-segregation limit consistent w
Fig. 2.

This paper presents a study of the intermedia
segregation regime,xN;15–60, using the SCFT o
Helfand.21 In this regime, neither the strong-segregati
theory ~SST! described above nor the weak-segregat
theory of Leibler22 provides an adequate description. For th
reason, this intermediate regime has received less atten
than the weak- and strong-segregation ones, even though
experimentally more relevant. Although density function
theory23 can be applied to this regime, the SCFT used her
superior because it avoids a number of approximations.
few SCFT calculations that have been performed3,24,25have
focused primarily on phase boundaries. With the intention
explaining the phase behavior, we perform a more comp
hensive study that examines numerous quantities suc
segment distributions, individual contributions to the free e
ergy, domain size, interfacial area, and interfacial curvatu
We pay special attention to the latter, because it is poss
to explain the intriguing complex phase behavior of diblo
copolymer melts by studying the curvature of the surface t
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2438 M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
divides theA- andB-rich domains.26 At the strongest degre
of segregation that we consider,xN560, theA andB do-
mains are nearly pure. Here, it becomes reasonable to c
pare SST to our SCFT results. Such a comparison rev
that while some quantities are well described by SST oth
are not. This is in part because the polymer chains are o
weakly stretched contrary to the assumption in SST.26 Nev-
ertheless, we find that the SST is qualitatively correct atxN
560, and that, in fact, the SST description is conceptua
valid over most of the intermediate-segregation regime.

II. SEGMENT DISTRIBUTIONS

A useful feature of a SCFT free energy calculation
that it yields the segment distributions. Here a selection
those distributions are examined, and these alone shed s
light on the behavior of diblock melts in the intermediat
segregation regime. Specifically, we examine the ove
A-segment distributionfA~r ! and the distribution of the
diblock junctions rJ~r !. ~The dimensionless distributio
fA~r ! varies from 0 to 1 according to the fraction of se
ments atr that are of typeA, and the junction distribution
rJ~r ! is normalized so that its volume average is unity.! Fig-
ure 3 showsfA~r ! ~solid curves! andrJ~r ! ~dashed curves! at
a sequence of points across the phase diagram forxN520.
Because of the symmetry in the phase diagram, it is su
cient to examine the intervalf51/2–0, whereA segments
form the minority domain. We begin atf51/2 showing the
profile of theL phase, then we show profiles through theL
andG phases at theL/G phase boundary, followed byG and
C at the next boundary,C andS at the following boundary,
and finally we show a profile ofScp at the ODT. Figure 4
provides an analogous sequence forxN560, except that pro-
files for theG phase are omitted because Fig. 2 indicates
it is unstable at this degree of segregation.

A number of observations can be made from Figs. 3 a
4. They demonstrate a substantial increase in segrega
from xN520–60. At the interface, this involves an increa
in the slope offA~r ! and in the amplitude ofrJ~r !. We note
that at fixedxN, a slight decrease in segregation occurs
the ODT is approached. This is becauseA blocks become
poorly anchored to the spherical microdomains asf→0,
which results in a significant population of ‘‘free chains.’’ A
largexN, this decrease in segregation tends to coincide w
theS/Scp transition for reasons that will be discussed in S
VII. Another observation is that the width of the minorit
domain decreases as the minority block becomes shorter
cept when a phase transition occurs at which point it
creases discontinuously. We will demonstrate in Sec. III t
this is because a transition to a more curved microstruc
allows the larger blocks to relax at the expense of the sma
blocks; i.e., the majority domain becomes thinner while
minority domain increases in thickness.

In the strong-segregation regime, the internal interfac
narrow and relatively independent of the manner in which
is defined. At intermediate degrees of segregation, this is
longer the case, and therefore it is necessary to be ca
when choosing a definition. When discussing interfacial
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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ergy, the interface is best defined as the locus,fA~r !51/2,
where a maximum occurs in the internal energy dens
which is proportional toxfA~r !fB~r !. Another natural defi-
nition is the locus of points where the distribution of dibloc
junctionsrJ~r ! exhibits a peak. Mathematically, this cond
tion can be expressed as¹fA~r !•¹rJ~r !50. Both definitions
produce similar results, but here the former is used beca
of its relevance to interfacial energy. Furthermore, the f
that this definition does not involve differentiation is nume
cally advantageous in our calculation because the Fou
representation offA~r ! converges more rapidly than, for ex
ample, that of¹fA~r !.

In addition to the location of the interface, we are inte
ested in the characteristic width over which the profi
switches fromA- to B-rich. Following a standard definition,3

we define the interfacial width at a given pointr on the
interface asw~r !5un0•¹fA~r !u21, wheren0 is a unit vector
normal to the interface. We find that this local interfac
width remains essentially constant over the entire surfac

FIG. 3. A-segment profilesfA ~solid curves! and diblock junction distribu-
tions rJ ~dashed curves! are shown for a selection of compositions an
phases atxN520. In general, the coordinatez measures distance relative t
the middle of a minority domain. The compositionsf50.375, 0.338, 0.243,
and 0.210 correspond to theL/G, G/C, C/S, and Scp/disordered phase
boundaries. For theL andC structures, profiles are orthogonal to the laye
and cylinders, respectively. For theC, S, andScp structures, profiles remain
essentially invariant on this scale as the direction through minority dom
is changed. For theG phase, profiles are provided for two orthogonal dire
tions through the middle of a strut that forms its minority domain~see Fig.
1!; these profiles differ because the cross-section of the strut is some
noncircular~see Fig. 14!.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2439M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
a microstructure. Therefore, it is meaningful to define
single area-averaged quantity,

w5A21E dAun0•¹fA~r !u21, ~5!

whereA is the total interfacial area. Figure 5 shows t
variation in this averaged interfacial widthw across the
phase diagram at constantxN. As the ODT is approached
there is a notable rise in the width consistent with the
crease in segregation observed above. At large degree
segregation,w is relatively insensitive tof consistent with
SST.12

FIG. 4. Profiles and distributions analogous to those in Fig. 3, except
these are forxN560. TheG phase is excluded because it is thought to
unstable at this degree of segregation~see Fig. 2!.

FIG. 5. Interfacial widthw as a function of diblock compositionf for
several degrees of segregationxN. Dots indicate the phase transitions, ma
of which are evident from the discontinuities inw. Note that theG phase
does not occur forxN560. The dotted curve shows the SST predicti
w/aN1/252/(6xN)1/2 with xN560.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
-
of

III. FREE ENERGY CONTRIBUTIONS

A natural strategy for understanding the phase beha
is to separate the free energyF into physically relevant con-
tributions. This also provides the opportunity to examine
detail how well the diblock melts are represented by SS
Here we decompose the Helmholtz free energy as

F5U2T~SJ1SA1SB!, ~6!

whereU is the internal energy,SJ is the translational entropy
of the junction,SA is the configurational entropy of theA
block, andSB is the entropy of theB block. ~Because we are
examining an incompressible model,F andU could equally
well be called the Gibbs potential and enthalpy, resp
tively.! Using the standard Gaussian model and SCFT, th
quantities are given by

U

nkBT
5

xN

V
E drfA~r !fB~r !, ~7!

2
SJ
nkB

5
1

V
E drrJ~r !ln rJ~r !, ~8!

2
SA
nkB

52
1

V
E dr$rJ~r !ln q~r , f !1WA~r !fA~r !%,

~9!

2
SB
nkB

52
1

V
E dr$rJ~r !ln q†~r , f !1WB~r !fB~r !%,

~10!

whereV [nN/r0 is the total volume of the melt, andq~r 8,f !
is the partition function of anA block subjected to the field
WA~r ! and constrained with its junction end fixed atr 8.24 The
analogous quantities for aB block areq†~r 8,f ! andWB~r !.
The fields,WA~r ! andWB~r !, represent the molecular inter
actions experienced byA andB segments, respectively, atr .
They are determined by self-consistent relations,

WA~r !5xNfB~r !1J~r !, ~11!

WB~r !5xNfA~r !1J~r !, ~12!

whereJ~r ! represents the hard-core interactions that enfo
incompressibility, i.e.,fA~r !1fB~r !51.

In Figs. 6–9, the four contributions to the free energy a
plotted as a function off for four selected values ofxN. In
each plot, an inset shows the complex phase region atxN
520, comparing the two metastable states,PL andD, to the
stable state,G. For the highest degree of segregationxN
560, the SST prediction is included for comparison. W
note that in SST, the entropy of the junctions is ignored a
the interfacial energyF int is half internal energy and hal
entropy, where the latter is split equally between theA andB
blocks.12 Therefore, the SST approximations areU/nkBT
'F int/2,2SJ/nkB'0,2 SA /nkB ' F el

A 1 F int/4, and2 SB /
nkB'F el

B1F int/4.
The internal energy of the disordered state

U/nkBT5xNf(12 f ). Despite increasingx, U initially de-
creases after crossing the ODT due to the developmen
order. This is reflected in Fig. 6 by the fact that the curve
xN520 lies below the one forxN515. By xN;25, this

at
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2440 M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
trend begins to reverse and the internal energy increa
Eventually, it will increase proportionally to (xN)1/3 as pre-
dicted by SST. We note that SST predicts no discontinui
in U at the order-order transitions consistent with our find
that the discontinuities calculated with SCFT become sm
asxN increases. Near the ODT, we see a sharp rise in
internal energy consistent with the decrease in segrega
we observed previously. The inset in Fig. 6 shows that theD
phase has a particularly high internal energy relative to
other complex phases; the reason for this will be provided
Sec. VI.

Figure 7 is straightforward to interpret. As the segreg
tion increases and the diblock junctions become confine
the internal interface, the translational entropy decrea
This entropy is relatively constant withf except near the
ODT where it increases, which is consistent withA blocks
being pulled free from the minority domain providing mo
entropy for the junctions. As we will discuss later, the curv
for 2SJ/nkB will increase proportional to ln~xN! in the
strong-segregation limit. Because this logarithmic dep

FIG. 7. Plot analogous to Fig. 6 showing the translational entropySJ of the
diblock junctions. Note that SST neglects this free energy contribution.

FIG. 6. Internal energyU as a function of diblock compositionf for several
degrees of segregationxN. Dots denote phase transitions. The dotted cu
represents the SST prediction forxN560. The inset shows the comple
phase region atxN520 with dashed curves denoting the metastableD and
PL states.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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dence is eventually dominated by the power-law depende
of the other energy terms, theSJ contribution to the free
energy is ignored in the SST.

The configurational entropies,SA andSB , of theA andB
blocks show certain interesting behaviors. Asf decreases
from 1/2, theB blocks increase in size while theA blocks
decrease; the entropies vary accordingly. However, at a t
sition, the discontinuous jumps in the entropies occur in
opposite directions. Specifically,2SA/nkB in Fig. 8 in-
creases at a transition to a more curved structure, with s
eral exceptions at the weaker segregations. On the o
hand,2SB/nkB shown in Fig. 9 decreases at the transitio
without exception. This is explained by the fact that, when
transition occurs to a structure with more interfacial curv
ture, the majority blocks relax while the minority one
stretch, consistent with the variation in the minority doma
sizes observed in Sec. II. Taking note of the configuratio
entropies for the complex phases shown in the insets of F
8 and 9 and keeping in mind that increasing interfacial c
vature causesSA to increase andSB to decrease leads us t
speculate that the sequence of phases,PL to G to D, repre-

FIG. 8. Plot analogous to Fig. 6 showing the configurational entropySA of
theA block.

FIG. 9. Plot analogous to Fig. 6 showing the configurational entropySB of
theB block.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2441M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
sents a monotonic increase in curvature. In Sec. V we
confirm that this is indeed the case.

IV. DOMAIN SIZE

The mechanisms controlling block copolymer phase
havior involve the interfacial tension betweenA- andB-rich
domains and the entropic stretching energy of
polymers.12 The interfacial tension acts to reduce the int
facial areaA of the microstructure, and in doing so caus
the domains spacingD* to increase. This is countered by th
entropic penalty of stretching the polymers so as to fill sp
at the middle of the domains.

Figure 10 shows a plot of the interfacial areaA as a
function of diblock compositionf for a series ofxN values.
In general, an increase inxN produces a decrease inA, but
not always; for asymmetric compositions near the ODT,A

increases withxN. Note that the complex phases~see the
inset! all have substantially larger interfacial areas than
neighboringL andC phases for a reason that will becom
clear in Sec. VI. Figure 11 illustrates the variation in doma
spacingD* with changes in the diblock compositionf for
the same series ofxN values. Here we defineD*52p/q* ,
whereq* is the principal scattering vector of a given stru
ture. ~For theScp structure, we defineD* using the face-
centered cubic lattice.! Generally, the domain spacing show
a slow monotonic increase with segregation as expec
However, there is a sharp rise in the domain spacing of
spherical phases as the ODT is approached from any d
tion including decreasingxN. This is not anticipated by SST

The curious behavior near the ODT, whereA increases
with xN andD* becomes highly swollen, is consistent wi
our previous observations. When the minority blocks b
come short, many of them pull free from their domai
swelling the matrix of the spherical phase. This causes
sharp rise inD* . Furthermore, fewer diblock junctions ar
confined to the interface producing a significant reduction
A. Examining the volume fractions of the minority and m

FIG. 10. Interfacial areaA as a function of diblock compositionf for a
series ofxN values. Dots denote phase transitions whereA changes dis-
continuously. The dotted curve represents the SST prediction forxN560.
The inset shows the complex phase region atxN520 with the metastableD
andPL states represented by dashed lines.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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jority domains as the ODT is approached confirms that
nonlocalized diblocks are predominantly contained in
majority domain.

V. AVERAGE INTERFACIAL MEAN-CURVATURE

The sequence of phases, observed as the compositif
of the diblock is varied, derives from the tendency for asy
metric diblocks to form curved interfaces. This is becau
placing an asymmetric diblock at a flat interface deforms
larger block more than the smaller one. In order to bala
the relative deformations, the majority block requires mo
cross-sectional area than the minority block. The m
achieves this by curving the interface towards the mino
blocks. In this Section, we demonstrate quantitatively
increase in interfacial curvature as the diblock composit
varies fromf51/2 to either 0 or 1.

The curvature of a surface at a specified point is char
terized by two principal curvatures,C1 andC2.

27 If the sur-
face is defined asf~r !5f0, the principal curvatures at a
point r on the surface are calculated as follows. To sta
three orthogonal unit vectors, onen0}¹f~r ! normal to the
surface and twon1 and n2 parallel to the surface, are con
structed. In the neighborhood of that point

f~r1jn01hn11zn2!'f01~j1 1
2h

2G11~r !1hzG12~r !

1 1
2z

2G22~r !!/w~r !, ~13!

where Gi j ~r !5w~r !ninj :¹¹f~r ! is the curvature tensor
w~r !5un0•¹f~r !u21 is the local interfacial width defined ear
lier, andj, h, andz are coordinates along the three orthog
nal directions,n0, n1, andn2, respectively. The eigenvalue
of the 232 matrix Gi j ~r ! define the principal curvatures
while the eigenvectors provide the directions correspond
to these curvatures.

FIG. 11. Plot analogous to Fig. 10 showing the variation in the dom
spacingD*52p/q* , whereq* is the principle scattering vector. For theL
and PL phases, the layer spacing equalsD* , for C the spacing between
cylinders is ~4/3!1/2D* , for S and Scp the nearest-neighbor spacing o
spheres is~3/2!1/2D* , for G the size of the cubic unit cell is 61/2D* , and for
D the size of the unit cell is 21/2D* .
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2442 M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
From the principal curvatures, the mean curvatureH~r !
at r is defined as

H~r ![ 1
2 ~C11C2!

5 1
2 Tr G~r !5 1

2 ~G11~r !1G22~r !!. ~14!

This quantity dictates how a surface elementdA varies as it
is translated normal to the interface. Specifically, the a
element changes by a factor of 162H~r !j1O~j2!, when
translated from the surface by a distancej;27 the area ele-
ment increases on the convex side and decreases on the
cave side of the interface. Thus, asymmetric diblocks pre
a finiteH~r ! with the larger block on the convex side. As w
will discuss later,H~r ! tends to remain uniform over th
surface of the microstructure, and thus the area-avera
quantity,

^H&5A21E dAH~r !, ~15!

provides a good representative measure of the interfacial
vature for a given structure.

In Fig. 12, we plot the interfacial curvature as a functi
of f for two degrees of segregation. As expected,^H& in-
creases monotonically as the molecule becomes asymm
Furthermore the curvature decreases with segregation,
should since curvature scales inversely with domain s
The inset in Fig. 12 compares the complexG, PL, andG
phases for the less segregated case,xN520. ThePL phase
has a smaller curvature than theG phase, which explains
why it is most preferred along theL/G transition. Likewise,
the higher curvature of theD structure makes it least un
stable along theC/G transition.

We have provided the reason for the occurrence o
complex phase region; complex structures offer intermed
curvatures to those of theC andL phases. However, we hav
not explained why thePL andD structures are omitted from
the sequence of stable phases. Furthermore, up to this p
the discussion has offered no reason why the stability reg

FIG. 12. Area-averaged mean curvature^H& as a function of diblock com-
position f for two degrees of segregationxN. The dots denote phase tran
sitions, and the dotted curve represents the SST prediction forxN560. The
inset shows the complex phase region atxN520 with the metastableD and
PL metastable states represented by dashed curves.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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of theG phase narrows with increasingxN, eventually be-
coming unstable atxN;60. These points are taken up in th
following section.

VI. INTERFACIAL TENSION VERSUS PACKING
FRUSTRATION

Our explanation for the complex phase behavior is ba
on a delicate interplay between interfacial tension and
packing of the molecules under the constraint of const
segment density. Interfacial tension acts to minimize inter
cial area under the condition that the volume fractions of
A andB domains remain fixed. As pointed out by Thom
et al.28 this favors surfaces of constant mean curvat
~CMC!. At the same time, the system tries to minimize pac
ing frustration.29 To do that, a structure favors domains th
are relatively uniform in thickness so as to distribute t
entropic stretching energy equally among the molecules.
will examine the balance between these two tenden
through the influence on the curvature of the internal int
face. To illustrate how, we first consider the simplest no
trivial structure, theC phase.

The radius of a cylindrical interface in theC phase can
be expressed asr (u)5r 0~12d cos~6u!1d8 cos~12u!1•••!.
Here we examine howd is affected by the various free en
ergy contributions.~Generally,d8 is a couple orders of mag
nitude smaller thand, and therefore we will ignore the highe
harmonics.! Interfacial tension favorsd50 so as to produce a
CMC surface minimizing interfacial area, the minority com
ponent blocks also preferd50 for uniform stretching, but the
majority component blocks required;0.03 in order to main-
tain a reasonably uniform domain@i.e.,L1'L2 in Fig. 13~a!#.
Figure 13~b! shows the actual variation ind with segregation
xN calculated from SCFT for several values off . The small
magnitude ofd illustrates that the packing frustration, whic
results from deforming a cylindrical unit into the hexagon
unit cell, is almost entirely restricted to the corona. As t
thickness of the corona increases, the majority domain
comes more uniform reducing the packing frustratio
Hence, asf becomes small, there is less deviation from
circular interface. With a circular shape, the minority com
ponent is free from packing frustration and the interfac
area is minimized. This raises the question whether
nearly circular shape is primarily due to the tendency
minimize packing frustration in the minority domain or t
minimize interfacial area. Strong segregation theory~SST!
offers a way of answering this.

In the appendix, the coefficients,aA, aB, and b, are
evaluated for the free energy expression in Eq.~2! using the
unit cell depicted in Fig. 13~a!, where the interface is given
by r (u)5r 0~12d cos~6u!!. These coefficients are expande
in powers ofd, the variation from a perfectly circular inter
face. For both aA5a0

A1a2
Ad21O(d3) and b5b0

1b2d
21O~d3!, there are no linear terms and coefficients f

d2 are positive. This reflects the fact that the elastic energ
the minority domain and the interfacial tension prefer t
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2443M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
circular interface,d50. On the other hand, the linear term
aB has a negative coefficienta1

B, implying that packing frus-
tration in the majority domain is relieved with a positiv
value ofd. Minimizing the free energyF with respect toR
and expressing it as a power series ind gives

F5F0F11
a1
B

a0
A1a0

B d1S a2
A1a2

B

a0
A1a0

B 1
2b2

b0
D d21O~d3!G ,

~16!

whereF0 is the free energy of a circular~d50! interface. The
linear term in Eq.~16! results from the packing frustration i
the majority domain, causingd to deviate from zero. The
quadratic term, which opposes this deviation, is domina
by the contribution due to the interfacial tensio
2b2/b0535/2. This implies that the tendency to form a CM
surface is the primary reason whyd remains small. In this
SST calculation,d50.0030, 0.0023, and 0.0019 forf50.33,
0.25, and 0.20, respectively. Again,d is smaller when the
corona is thicker. However,d is consistently much large
than it was for the finite segregations considered in F
13~b!, which indicates that the relative importance of pac
ing frustration increases continuously with the degree of s
regation.

As one may expect, the interfaces of theS and Scp
phases also show very little deviation from perfect sphe

FIG. 13. ~a! Wigner–Seitz unit cell for theC phase. The interfacial surfac
betweenA andB domains is approximated byr (u)5r 0~12d cos~6u!!. In
this figure, an exaggeratedd50.03 is used for demonstration purposes.~b!
The actual variation ind as a function of segregationxN calculated using
SCFT for several diblock compositionsf .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
d
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In many cases, our numerical precision was not adequat
detect the incredibly small variations in the radius. Again
f is decreased and the corona becomes thicker the varia
become smaller. We are reasonably certain that interfa
tension is again mostly responsible for minimizing dev
tions from CMC, but we have not done the analogous S
calculation to support this.

The cylindrical minority domains of theC phase are
similar to the struts which are joined together into lattices
construct the complex phases~see Fig. 1!. In Fig. 14, we
compare elementary surface units from theC, G, PL, andD
structures, evaluated atxN520 along theC/G boundary us-
ing SCFT and the criterionfA~r !51/2. For each complex
phase, we display the surface surrounding a junction of
lattice truncated by planes orthogonally cutting through
middle of each strut emerging from that junction. These pl
illustrate that the lattices of theG andPL phases are three
fold coordinated, while those of theD phase are four-fold
coordinated. On the surfaces in Fig. 14, we indicate selec
contours using bold curves. For theC phase, a single contou
orthogonal to the cylindrical axis is shown. For each co
plex phase, two contours orthogonal to the axis of a strut
indicated: One through the middle of the strut~the edge of
our surface elements! and another near the junction. The co
tours are plotted two-dimensionally to the right and para
eterized by an angleu about the axis of the strut.

For each of the contours in Fig. 14, we plot the princip
curvatures,C1 andC2, ~dashed curves! and the mean curva

FIG. 14. On the left are three-dimensional plots of interfacial surfaces
sociated with elementary units of theC, G, PL, andD structures calculated
at xN520 and f50.338 ~the C/G phase boundary!. Contours on the sur-
faces, indicated by bold curves, are shown in two-dimensional plots on
right.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2444 M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
ture,H5(C11C2)/2, ~solid curve! as a function ofu in Fig.
15. TheC phase has one principal curvature that is iden
cally zero and another that is nearly constant; this is cha
teristic of a circular cylinder. The curvatures along the co
tours located at the middle of the struts in the comp
structures are shown in the plots on the left in Fig. 15. F
the D phase, these curvatures are characteristic of circ
tubelike struts. This is also somewhat true for theG phase,
but not nearly so for the struts of thePL phase. The degre
to which the struts become rodlike is related to their lengt
At xN520 andf50.378, the lengthsl s of the struts in theD,
G, andPL structures arel s/aN

1/251.64, 1.35, and 1.19, re
spectively. Keeping in mind that the different complex stru
tures have majority domains of comparable thickness, thD
phase has longer struts thanG because its lattices are fou
rather than three-fold coordinated andG has longer struts
thanPL because its lattices interpenetrate.

Although the principal curvatures vary significantly, th
mean curvature is relatively uniform. Nevertheless, it is
no means constant as favored by the minimization of in
facial energy. To illustrate the variation in mean curvatu
we plot its distribution,dA(H), in Fig. 16 for theL, C, G,
PL, andD structures atxN520 andf50.378. The quantity
dA(H)dH represents the amount of surface area with
mean curvature in the interval,H to H1dH. For the L

FIG. 15. Mean curvature,H5(C11C2)/2, plotted along the contours
shown in Fig. 14. The dashed curves denote the principal curvatures,C1 and
C2. Plots on the left correspond to the contours along the edges of
elementary units in Fig. 14~i.e., around the middle of a strut from th
minority domain lattice!, and plots on the right are from the contours ne
the centers of the elementary units.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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phase,dA(H) is proportional to a delta function located
H50. For theC phase, it is nearly a delta function relative
the much broader distributions of the complex phases.
quantitatively express the broadness of these distributio
we evaluate the average^H& and standard deviationsH using

^H&[A21E dHHdA~H !, ~17!

sH
2[A21E dH~H2^H&!2dA~H !. ~18!

These quantities are provided in Table I at variousxN along
theC/G phase boundary. The relative variation from CM
is best represented by the quantity,sH/^H&, plotted in Fig.
17. This plot demonstrates that the complex phases are
from CMC in shape and furthermore that the deviation fro
CMC generally increases with segregationxN as concluded
previously from Fig. 13~b!.

CalculatingH~r ! at a pointr on the surfacefA~r !51/2
requires particularly accurate evaluations offA~r ! because it
must be differentiated twice@see Eq.~13!#. Although up to
450 independent Fourier terms were used to representfA~r !,
we still experienced numerical inaccuracies when calcula
H~r !. The PL phase is most affected,G is affected to a
lesser degree, andD is relatively free of numerical inaccu
racy. Presumably, the convergence forD is better than for
PL andG because the density of independent wave vec
in Fourier space is smaller. In Fig. 15, some numerical no

e

FIG. 16. Area distribution,dA(H), of the mean curvature over the inte
faces of theL, C, G, PL, andD structures atxN520 and f50.338 ~the
C/G phase boundary!. The distribution for theL phase is proportional to a
delta function, and the distribution for theC phase resembles a delta func
tion on this scale.

TABLE I. Variation in mean curvature,̂H&aN1/26sHaN
1/2, over the sur-

faces of the C, G, PL, and D structures at several points along the C/G p
boundary. The bracketed quantities may be somewhat inaccurate du
numerical inaccuracy.

xN C G PL D

30 0.88560.006 0.6446~0.140! 0.5726~0.170! 0.68260.315
25 0.92360.005 0.67160.130 0.60260.150 0.71160.315
20 0.97060.003 0.70460.121 0.63660.146 0.74760.311
15 1.03560.010 0.74360.105 0.66860.158 0.79360.287
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2445M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
is evident for theG andPL phases. This noise also affec
dA(H) to a degree that is noticeable in Fig. 16, but beca
the noise is oscillatory, it only weakly affects our evaluati
of ^H&. However, it can causesH to be significantly overes
timated. AtxN530, we find this to be a problem for both th
G andPL structures. The dots in Fig. 17 are our calcula
values ofsH/^H&, while the dashed lines are extrapolat
from the more accurate lowerxN computations. Both result
are relatively consistent, particularly the trends insH/^H&.

VII. DISCUSSION

Previous calculations on complex structures,20,30 that
were unable to optimize the shape of the interface, have
sumed a constant mean curvature~CMC! surface. CMC sur-
faces have been generated for both bicontinuous cubic ge
etries examined here,G31 and D.27 At compositions
corresponding to the complex phase region, these CMC
faces have bulky junctions connected by narrow struts. A
consequence, a large disparity in the stretching energy re
between blocks that fill the bulky junctions and those t
occupy the narrow connecting struts. To relieve this frus
tion, the surface deviates from CMC so as to produce
mains of more uniform thickness like those shown in Fig.
The reduction in packing frustration compensates the
creased surface area that results from a non-CMC shape~see
Fig. 10!. The greater the frustration, the more the surfa
must deviate from CMC and the largersH/^H& becomes.
Thus, the size of this latter quantity reflects the inability
the structure to simultaneously minimize interfacial area a
packing frustration, and therefore is related to the instabi
of the structure. Because the CMC surfaces forG have more
uniform domains than those forD ~see Refs. 27 and 31!, G
manages to maintain a more CMC-like interface and con
quently is more stable thanD.

It has been suggested28 that asx becomes large, the ten
dency to minimize surface area will ultimately dominate t
tendency to form uniform domains, resulting in CMC-lik

FIG. 17. Relative variation in mean curvature,sH/^H&, over the surfaces of
theC, G, PL, andD structures plotted as a function ofxN along theC/G
phase boundary. The dots denote our numerical values for thePL andG
structures atxN530, which are slightly inflated due to numerical inacc
racy in calculatingsH . We expect that the extrapolations fromxN525
~dashed lines! are reasonably accurate.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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structures. However, the competition between surface
sion and entropic stretching maintains a balance between
two energies and prevents either tendency from comple
dominating even in the strong-segregation limit. In fact,
have demonstrated that the tendency towards uniform
main thickness gradually increases over the tendency
minimize surface area. Consequently, the surfaces gene
become less CMC-like asx is increased contrary to earlie
speculations@see Figs. 13~b! and 17#. Not surprisingly, pack-
ing frustration is greatest in the strong-segregation lim
where chains are strongly stretched and therefore restri
to relatively few configurations.13,15Presumably, the region
in a domain that cause packing frustration are more ea
filled when more configurations are accessible to the m
ecules. Following this line of reasoning, theG phase should
become unstable at largexN because of its large packin
frustration relative to that of the neighboringC andL phases.
Note that the above arguments, claiming that packing fr
tration and thereforesH/^H& should increase with segrega
tion, will not necessarily hold for smallxN. So we are not
too surprised by the decrease insH/^H& that occurs for the
PL structure up toxN;18 in Fig. 17. What is relevant is
thatsH/^H& increases withxN at the higher degrees of seg
regation. Likewise, we are not concerned thatd becomes
negative in Fig. 13~b! below xN;18. TheC phase is natu-
rally close to CMC, and thus as the width of the interfa
becomes comparable to the domain size and its location
comes poorly defined, it is understandable that a nega
value may occur contrary to our strong-segregation ar
ments.

Following ideas suggested by Gruner and co-workers6,29

the packing frustration in a block copolymer melt can
relieved by the addition of homopolymer. With the approp
ate homopolymer, packing frustration can be relieved in
ther of the domains. Earlier SCFT calculations32 have al-
ready shown that the addition of homopolymer to t
minority domains of theG structure can cause a transition
theD phase. Alternatively, adding homopolymer to the m
jority domain can stabilize thePL phase. These results ar
easily explained. The four connectors of theD structure
causes more packing frustration in the minority domain th
the three connectors of either theG or PL structure. Once
this is relieved by filling space at their centers with h
mopolymer, theD phase can become stable. TheG andPL
have similar minority domains, i.e., both are formed fro
three connectors, but the majority domains differ subst
tially. Evidently the majority domain ofPL is more frus-
trated making it unstable. However, this can also be alle
ated with homopolymer allowingPL to become stable. More
recent calculations by Xi and Milner33 suggest that ho-
mopolymer also stabilizes complex phases in the stro
segregation regime. In a forthcoming publication, we w
provide a more complete examination of how the addition
homopolymer relieves packing frustration.

The occurrence of theScp phase along the ODT has bee
predicted earlier by Semenov.11 This region occurs when the
minority blocks become short allowing entropy to pull the
from the spherical microdomains producing a substan
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2446 M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
population of unconstrained diblocks. These diblocks sw
the matrix causing the rise in domain spacing observed
Fig. 11. The unconstrained diblocks relieve packing frus
tion in the majority domain, just as does the addition
homopolymer. As found in diblock/homopolymer blends32

this allows the spheres to switch from the body-centered
bic ~bcc! packing. In this regime, the interaction between t
spherical micelles is described by attractive two-bo
interactions,11 which prefer a close-packed arrangeme
where the number of nearest neighbors is a maximum. Al
the S/Scp transition, we find that the hexagonally clos
packed~hcp! arrangement is slightly favored over the fac
centered cubic~fcc! one consistent with Ref. 11. Movin
towards the ODT, Ref. 11 predicts the arrangement to a
nate between hcp and fcc. Because of the difficulty in res
ing the energy difference between them as the ODT is
proached, we have not attempted to locate such transiti
In general, differences between the three arrangement
spheres, bcc, fcc, and hcp, are very small in the region n
the ODT. In each case, the number of molecules
Wigner–Seitz unit cell is almost identical. Accordingly, th
rearrangement of the spheres from bcc to close-packe
accompanied by an increase in the nearest-neighbor dist
by a factor of about 25/6/31/2'1.03 in order to maintain the
unit-cell volume~see Fig. 7!. Other than that, the quantitie
calculated here are not affected significantly by theS/Scp
transition.

ThePL phase also has a choice of packing arrangem
that are nearly degenerate in free energy. Earlier24 it was
found that at weak segregations the perforated lamellae
fer to stack in theabab••• sequence slightly more than in th
abcabc••• one. As the segregation increases, it becomes
ficult to distinguish between the free energy of these t
sequences. Pushing our calculation to higher precision,
now find that theabcabc••• stacking becomes favored be
yondxN;13. The packing arrangement has a noticeable
fluence on the perforated layers. While the three-connec
are planar for theabab••• sequence they are somewhat d
formed in the abcabc••• sequence. ForxN520 and
f50.338, the struts are tilted from planar by about 5°, wh
is the reason two contours forPL shown in Fig. 14 are
shifted relative to each other.

The profiles in Fig. 4 illustrate that byxN560, the
diblock melt is well segregated except near the ODT wh
theScp phase occurs. At this degree of segregation, we m
expect the SST to provide a good description of the m
Indeed the domain spacingsD* predicted by SST agree we
with the SCFT ones except near the ODT where the dom
spacing swells and theScp phase becomes stable. The fa
thatD* is predicted accurately by SST results in good agr
ment for the interfacial areaA and average mean curvatu
^H& in Figs. 10 and 12, respectively. The agreement for
configurational entropy of the blocks,SA andSB , shown in
Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, is also quite good. Howev
there are three quantities poorly represented by SST:
interfacial widthw, the internal energyU, and the entropy of
the junctionsSJ . This can be attributed to the fact that SS
ignoresSJ . The justification for this is that the peak inrJ~r !
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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is proportional to~wA!21 which in the strong-segregatio
limit varies as (xN)1/6. ThusSJ scales as ln(xN) where as
U, SA , andSB all scale as (xN)1/3; the latter follows from
Eqs.~2! and ~3!. At sufficiently largexN, SJ becomes neg-
ligible relative to the other contributions to the free energ
but this does not happen untilxN becomes extraordinarily
large. For that reason, Semenov34 has examined the effect o
accounting forSJ , demonstrating that it results in a signifi
cantly wider interface. This brings the SST prediction ofw
into better agreement with SCFT.3 Furthermore, the wider
interface will increaseU producing better agreement for th
quantity as well.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a detailed study of diblock copo
mers in the intermediate-segregation regime using the s
dard Gaussian chain model and self-consistent field the
~SCFT!. This regime begins just slightly beyond the critic
point, i.e.,xN;15, and extends to aboutxN;60. Beyond
that the melt is strongly segregated and is supposedly
scribed by strong-segregation theory~SST!. Although we
find that atxN560 some quantities are well described
SST, others are not. One source of inaccuracy is that S
ignores the translational entropy of the junctionsSJ . This
leads to inaccurate assessments of the internal energyU and
the interfacial widthw. Earlier work15 has indicated a similar
inaccuracy as a result of ignoring the entropy associated w
the distribution of chain ends.

Although SST is not accurate at intermediate degree
segregation, the explanations it provides for phase beha
are still valid in this regime. The principle mechanism i
volved is a competition between the interfacial energy a
the entropic energy loss of stretching polymers so as to
space. This competition sets the domain size. The geom
of the structure is chosen so as to best satisfy the spont
ous mean curvature of the internal interface. As the com
sition of the diblock evolves from symmetric~f;1/2! to
asymmetric~f;0 or 1!, the interfacial shape progresses fro
flat lamellae to highly curved spheres. The complexG phase
is included in the sequence of stable phases because it o
an interfacial curvature intermediate to that of theL andC
structures. However, this does not explain the absence
other complex phases,PL andD.

To complete the explanation for the complex phase
havior, we note that interfacial tension favors the formati
of constant mean curvature~CMC! interfaces, while chain
stretching favors domains of uniform thickness. The class
phases,L, C, andS, are successful in simultaneously sat
fying both tendencies, but the complex phases,G, PL, and
D, are not. For the complex phases, a CMC interface p
duces large variations in the domain thickness causing la
degrees of packing frustration. To reduce this frustration,
interfaces are perturbed from CMC so as to produce m
uniform domains. The residual packing frustration and
excess interfacial area resulting from a non-CMC shape
favors the complex phases. While this prevents the stab
of PL andD, the G phase remains stable at intermedia
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2447M. W. Matsen and F. S. Bates: Block copolymer microstructures
xcdegrees of segregation. However, the relative penalty
packing frustration increases withxN, and consequently the
G phase also becomes unstable in the strong-segregation
gime, consistent with experiment.35 These conclusions have
motivated us to more carefully examine how the addition o
homopolymer can be used to relieve packing frustration t
increase the stability of the complex phases. The results
that study will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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APPENDIX

Here we provide the coefficients,aA, aB, andb, for the
strong-segregation theory~SST! free energy expression, Eq.
~2!. We begin with the classical phases using the conven
tional unit-cell approximation~UCA!16 and disregarding ex-
clusion zones.17 It has been demonstrated that the inaccurac
due to ignoring exclusion zones is absolutely negligible.14

With the UCA, theL phase is treated exactly, but for theC
andS phases the Wigner–Seitz cells are replaced by circula
and spherical unit cells, respectively, of radiusR. Given
these approximations,36

aA55
p2f

8
, for L,

p2

16
, for C,

3p2

80f 1/3
, for S,

~A1!

aB55
p2~12 f !

8
, for L,

p2~12 f 1/2!3~31 f 1/2!,

16~12 f !2
, for C,

3p2~12 f 1/3!3~613 f 1/31 f 2/3!

80~12 f !2
, for S,

~A2!

b55
1

61/2
, for L,

2 f 1/2

61/2
, for C,

3 f 2/3

61/2
, for S,

~A3!

where we assumeA is the minority component~i.e., f<1/2!.
By equating the volumes of the approximate and actua
Wigner–Seitz cells, the principle domain spacings are calcu
lated to be

D*5H 2R, for L,
~3p4/4!1/6R, for C,
~8p2/9!1/6R, for S.

~A4!
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Likhtman and Semenov20 have provided a procedure fo
avoiding the UCA and considering arbitrarily shaped mic
domains. Here, we apply it to the cylindrical (C) phase using
the unit cell shown in Fig. 13~a!, where the interface is given
by r (u)5r 0~12d cos~6u!!. In Ref. 20, it was assumed tha
the interface was a perfect circle~i.e., r (u)5r 0!. With our
more general interface,

F el
A5

9p2

2a2Nf2V cell
E
0

p/6

duE
0

r ~u!

dr~r2r ~u!!2r, ~A5!

F el
B5

9p2

2a2N~12 f !2V cell
E
0

p/6

duE
r ~u!

R/cos~u!

dr~r2r ~u!!2r,

~A6!

F int5
2A6aNx1/2

V cell
E
0

p/6

du~r 2~u!1r 82~u!!1/2, ~A7!

where the volume of the unit cell isV cell52)R2. Again we
assume thatA forms the cylindrical domains andB forms the
matrix. The average radiusr 0 of the cylinders is determined
using

fV cell56E
0

p/6

dur 2~u!5pr 0
2S 12

1

2
d2D . ~A8!

Expanding to second-order ind, we obtain

aA5
)p

8
~112d2!, ~A9!

aB5
)p

8~12 f !2 S F 5p

3)
2~2)p f !1/2S 431 ln~3!D 16 f2 f 2G

2F ~2)p f !1/2S 1163 235 ln~3!D 112)p f166f Gd

1F ~2)p f !1/2S 131
1

4
ln~3!D 26)p f

1
327

10
f22 f 2Gd2D , ~A10!

b5
1

3
~)p f !1/2S 11

35

4
d2D . ~A11!

There are a number of approximations in the above c
culation. Each block extends from the interface following
straight trajectory. In reality, they will follow curved path
and accounting for this will lower the free energy somewh
In the Likhtman–Semenov formalism, the blocks extend o
ward normal to the interface. Here, we have them extend
radially, but for smalld this difference becomes insignifi
cant, and regardless they will not, in general, extend nor
to the surface. This occurs in the Likhtman–Semenov f
malism because they relax the constraint that the densit
A andB blocks extending from the interface must be equ
everywhere, due to the connectivity of the blocks. The alt
native wedge-approach of Olmsted and Milner36 does en-
force this constraint. Despite the approximations used,
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above calculation is an accurate SST treatment of theC
phase and should provide excellent estimates ofd in the
strong-segregation limit.
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